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ABSTRACT

Respiratory distress in children aged less than 5 years old with pneumonia is a critical

condition that may lead to acute respiratory failure and death. Therefore, airway management is

very important. This developmental study aimed to develop clinical practice guidelines (CPGs) for

airway management in children with pneumonia in Pediatric unit, Phrae hospital. The guidelines

were developed and put into place using the staging of Chaweewan Thongchai (2005). The sample

consisted of two groups. First group was the healthcare personnel who used the CPGs, including

four pediatricians and six nurses. Second group was twelve children with pneumonia, aged less

than 5 years, hospitalized in the Pediatric unit, Phrae hospital during October to November 2008

and twelve guardians. The tool used for data collection consisted of three questionnaires:

1) feasibility of using CPGs in the clinical setting, 2) opinion in CPGs and 3) guardians’

satisfaction for airway management. The questionnaires were validated by 5 experts and the

content validity indexes were 1.0, 0.88 and 1.0, respectively. Data were analyzed by using

descriptive statistics. 



The results of the study revealed that:

1. CPGs for airway management in children with pneumonia in Pediatric unit, Phrae

hospital were developed from 48 evidences, and consisted of respiratory distress assessment in

children with pneumonia, caring of children with oxygen therapy, aerosol therapy, chest

physiotherapy and education for guardians before discharge. 

2. For the feasibility in using the CPGs at Pediatric unit, Phrae hospital, the

healthcare personnel reported that all items (76 items) in the CPGs are feasible to use. In detail,

sixty four items were agreed to be used by all (10 personnel) and 12 items were agreed to be used

by 7-9 personnel.

3. Seven to nine out of ten healthcare personnel had opinions in using the CPGs at a

high level. Those opinions were: easy or comfortable application, clarity in managing steps and

easy to understand, practical content in the real situation, included all aspects of airway

management in children with pneumonia, beneficial and overall satisfaction. 

4. All guardians (10 guardians) reported a high level of satisfaction in airway

management of health care personnel i.e. respiratory distress assessment in children with pneumonia,

caring of oxygen therapy, aerosol therapy, chest physiotherapy and education for parents before

discharge.

The results of this study indicate that CPGs implementation for airway management in

children with pneumonia should be continued. Further study should consider outcome measurements,

such as cost of treatment length of hospital stay and readmission rate. 


